
QSEHRAS ALLOW SMALL EMPLOYERS TO
REIMBURSE EMPLOYEES’ PERSONAL HEALTH
COSTS

Although the Affordable Care Act’s (ACA’s) market reforms eliminated the ability of
employers to permissibly reimburse employees for individually-incurred health insurance or
medical costs, recent legislation now affords certain small employers with an alternate

reimbursement option. The 21st Century Cures Act amended the Internal Revenue Code to
authorize the creation of a new stand-alone HRA vehicle known as a Qualified Small Employer
Health Reimbursement Arrangement (QSEHRA).

An employer may elect to implement a QSEHRA if the business offers no group health plan
and is exempt from the ACA’s Employer Shared Responsibility provisions by virtue of having
had fewer than 50 full-time (including full-time equivalent) employees in the prior year. The
50-employee limit applies to the aggregate number of employees across all commonly-
controlled or affiliated businesses.

A QSEHRA is not a “health plan” within the meaning of the ACA, but may be used to pay for
or reimburse the costs of medical care and health insurance premiums incurred on behalf of
an eligible employee or the employee’s family members. The employee must provide proof of
the expenses or coverage costs and the IRS may later request written substantiation.
Reimbursements in a calendar year may range up to $4,950 (for payments relating to only
the employee) or up to $10,000 (for family coverage costs). These amounts will be adjusted
for inflation, and must be prorated for partial years.

Only an employer may fund a QSEHRA. Funds paid into the QSEHRA must be in addition to
salary and not paid as a salary substitute. Accordingly, salary reduction contributions by
employees are not permitted. With some exceptions, the reimbursement must be made
available “on the same terms to all eligible employees” of the employer. Employees who
have been employed by the QSEHRA sponsor for less than 90 days, or who work part time,
are part of a collective bargaining unit, or are under age 25 may be excluded from
participation.

The rules require an employer to furnish a written notice to its QSEHRA-eligible employees at
least 90 days before the beginning of a year for which the QSEHRA is provided. In the case of
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an employee who is hired mid-year, the notice must be provided no later than the date on
which the employee begins participation in the QSEHRA.

The notice must include the amount of the eligible employee’s permitted benefit under the
QSEHRA and advise the employee to inform any health care Exchange of such benefit
amount if the employee is applying for advance payment of the premium assistance tax
credit.

Under an initial transition rule, the first-applicable QSEHRA notice deadline was March 13,
2017. In Notice 2017-20, however, the Treasury Department and IRS suspended the notice
deadline and waived any penalties that could have been imposed on employers for failure to
provide the first written notice. Future guidance will specify a revised notice deadline, and
will provide at least 90-days’ additional time for employers to prepare and provide the notice.

While QSEHRA benefits must be reported (but not treated as taxable) on the employee’s W-2
and Form 1095-B, its benefits are exempt from COBRA, or similar, continuation coverage
requirements.

Ultimately, whether or not implementation of a QSEHRA makes sense for a small employer
will depend on the business’s specific personnel-related objectives and goals. For some
employers, the cost and administrative requirements may outweigh the potential
advantages, while for others a QSEHRA will present the best possible avenue to provide
employees with assistance toward paying for health care.


